Determining Orthodontic Benefits

Ever struggle to understand maximums when it comes to orthodontic benefits? If so, the following information may be helpful to you. This guide explains how orthodontic benefits are calculated, depending on the process that a group selects.

### Standard Process
Delta Dental's standard process for determining orthodontic benefits is the “Balance as of” (BAO) calculation. “Balance As Of” means that any treatment started prior to the patient’s effective date with Delta Dental is not payable, and will be factored into the patient’s new Delta Dental orthodontic maximum.

In order to determine BAO, Delta Dental requests information from the orthodontic office, including:

- Procedure code(s)
- Total treatment fee
- Banding fee / date
- Monthly adjustment fee
- Length of treatment

Once Delta Dental receives this information, it uses the process in the chart to the right to determine BAO.

### Carry Forward
Some groups wish to “carry forward” orthodontic maximums when they change carriers. This means that costs associated with previous orthodontic treatments (covered by a past carrier) will be subtracted from the subscriber’s Delta Dental orthodontic lifetime maximum.

When a group elects to “carry forward” orthodontic benefits, it must provide Delta Dental with a file listing all orthodontic benefits used (under the previous carrier) prior to the group joining Delta Dental.

A group may choose not to carry forward previous orthodontic maximums. In this case, no orthodontic benefit history is required and the standard process is used to determine benefits.

If a group elects to use Delta Dental’s standard process (BAO) in addition to the carry forward method, orthodontic benefits may be limited for subscribers who have used them in the past.